BEEKMANTOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

EXTENDED LEARNING TIME
GRANT PROGRAMS 2018-19
BULLETIN OF MONDAY, APRIL 01, 2019
TO BCSD COLLEAGUES WHO PROVIDE, SUPPORT AND/OR LEAD OUR ELT PROGRAMS

PROJECT LEAD THE WAY: INSPIRING AND ENGAGING
Pictured below are fifth grade students at Cumberland Head Elementary School engaged with that
school’s Project Lead the Way [PLTW] unit of study on robotics, led by faculty member Mandy
Bishop, the school’s technology integration specialist. PLTW engages and empowers students to
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adopt a design‐thinking mindset in an academic environment through compelling activities and
projects that encourage creativity and collaboration. ELT grant monies were used to purchase many
of the specialized supplies and materials students use during their PLTW projects.

Pictured above and to the right
are other fifth grade students last
month at Cumberland Head
Elementary School who were
actively engaged in that same
PLTW robotics project.
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ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT AT CUMBERLAND HEAD FEATURED THIS MONTH
The snapshots on the pages ahead of ELT‐related elementary grades active engagement learning
activities featured in this issue of ELT News Bulletin were gathered last month at Cumberland Head
Elementary School.
Although the final weeks of winter were certainly cold and windy at Cumberland Head, the ELT‐
related activities that took place as part of Beekmantown Adventure Zone [BAZ] during March 2019
certainly warmed up the students’ environment for active engagement with learning ‐ and
collaborative adventures.

PAINTS, GLUE AND SALT – WHAT A BLEND FOR BAZ WITH MS. PRUE!

Featured above are students actively engaged with a BAZ visual arts project, led by faculty member Carly Prue,
who also serves at Cumberland Head Elementary School as Academic Interventionist.
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1ST GRADE BAZ WITH MR. BRANDT: STUDENTS PROGRAM DEVICES

Pictured
above and to
the right are
1st grade
students
engaged with
BAZ
instructor Mr.
Michael
Brandt, who is an Academic Intervention Services faculty member at Cumberland Head Elementary
School. Mr. Brandt was instructing these students how to program their programmable BAZ devices.
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STUDENTS CREATE OBJECTS & STRUCTURES WITH MS. BAEHRE!
BAZ instructor and faculty member Ms. Megan Baehre’s students were busy March 2019 building and
constructing a variety of objects, scenes and structures, such as those photographed below.
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ACTION EVIDENT HERE, TOO: BAZ WITH MS. KOLLAR!
BAZ instructor Ms. Ashley Kollar’s students were also quite busy this month. One often hears the
expression “a work in progress”. The four photographs that follow help picture the active
engagement one discovers when entering BAZ spaces such as the one within Ms. Kollar’s classroom!
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MORE SNAPSHOTS: BAZ WITH MS. KOLLAR, CONTINUED FROM PRIOR PAGE
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MORE AHEAD, FOR CUMBERLAND HEAD!
Additional snapshots of recent BAZ action at Cumberland Head Elementary School are slated for
upcoming editions of ELT News Bulletin. Stay tuned!

MAPLE WEEKEND – PARKERS FAMILY MAPLE FARM AND FFA!

FFA: AGRICULTURE & LEADERSHIP – AND PART OF USA HISTORY & HERITAGE
BCSD high school agricultural entrepreneurship teacher Veronique Krohn is pictured with some of the
many students who are members of the Beekmantown’s FFA Club. They served free samples of their
club‐produced maple syrup on a mid‐March 2019 Sunday morning at Parkers Family Maple Farm.
The motto of the FFA club is twelve words long: Learning to Do, Doing to Learn, Earning to Live,
Living to Serve. And the club members certainly live their motto. ELT grant monies helped the school
district obtain the evaporator that helps transform maple tree sap into maple syrup. Club members
are engaged each school year with an array of activities and projects, such as the one pictured above.
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Since retitled in 1988, FFA (formerly Future Farmers of America) offers a boost – and opportunities
for learning and leadership – for prospective future engineers, teachers, scientists, business owners,
veterinarians, farmers and others interested in a career field that’s associated with the agricultural
sector.

SOPHOMORE SUMMIT AT CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE
The March 27th Beekmantown High School Sophomore Summit event at Clinton Community College
offered participating students exposure to a range of collegiate areas of study and career
opportunities upon graduation. Workshop session feature topics included admissions, college
advancement program coursework available while in high school, essential skill sets and a career fair.
The Sophomore Summit afforded students with small group activities and opportunities to ask
questions. An overhead snapshot focused on one of last week’s career booths is below.

More snapshots and features of ELT‐related spring 2019 activities and updates are slated for the next
edition of ELT News Bulletin, due for publication and distribution later this month.
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PHOTOS FEATURE OUR P-12 INSTRUCTIONAL PATHWAYS
It’s evident at both campuses that Principals and faculty members are sustaining BCSD efforts to bolster the
curriculum we plan and the curriculum we deliver. That curriculum, more and more, features active student
engagement with the skills associated with problem solving, seeking evidence, analyzing of evidence, creating
projects, plus working collaboratively with others to accomplish the task at hand. The snapshots featured
throughout this edition of ELT News Bulletin illustrate that.
Bolstering our school district’s P‐12 instructional pathways helps
to help meet the school board’s instructional goals.
Those goals include having all students be college and/or career
ready, so our graduates can successfully meet the challenges of
an economically competitive, technologically advanced and
culturally diverse 21st Century.
And yes, from the pictures captured last month during ELT‐
related visits featured throughout this edition of ELT News
Bulletin, there’s lots of goal‐focused work underway this spring!

Let’s Feature You or a colleague!
What ELT-funded program or activity do you suggest be pictured or
spotlighted within an upcoming spring 2019 ELT News Bulletin? Please
offer your suggestions to A. Paul Scott at scott.apaul@bcsdk12.org or leave
a phone message at the ELT office in the administrative annex, 518-3243599. Thank you!
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